A simple one dimensional model for the system-apparatus interaction is analyzed. The system is a spin-1/2 particle, and its position and momentum degrees constitutes the apparatus. An analysis involving only unitary Schrödinger dynamics illustrates the nature of the correlations established in the system-apparatus entangled state. It is shown that even in the absence of any environmentinduced decoherence, or any other measurement model, certain initial states of the apparatuslike localized Gaussian wavepackets -are preferred over others, in terms of the establishment of measurementlike one-to-one correlations in the pure system-apparatus entangled state.
I. INTRODUCTION
Though quantum theory is widely accepted as the fundamental theory of nature and is immensely successful and satisfying, its conceptual framework makes predictions which are difficult to comprehend "classically". Many of these conceptual problems are encompassed in what is known as the quantum measurement problem [1] [2] [3] [4] . The quantum mechanical description of a system is contained in its wave function or state vector |ψ which lives in an abstract "Hilbert space". The dynamics of the wavefunction is governed by the Schrödinger
Here H is the Hamiltonian of the system and the equation is linear, deterministic and the time evolution governed by it is unitary. Dynamic variables or observables are represented in quantum mechanics by linear Hermitian operators which act on the state vector. An operatorÂ, corresponding to the dynamical quantity A is associated with eigenvalues a i and corresponding eigenvectors {α i s} which form a complete orthonormal set. Any arbitrary state vector, |ψ can, in general, be represented as a linear superposition of these eigenvectors:
A basic postulate of quantum mechanics regarding measurement is that any measurement of the quantity A can only yield one of the eigenvalues, a i s, but the result is not definite in the sense that different measurements for the quantum state |ψ can yield different eigenvalues.
Quantum theory predicts only that the probability of obtaining eigenvalue a i is |c i | 2 . The expectation value of the operatorÂ is defined in quantum mechanics as:
In terms of the density matrixρ = |ψ ψ|, an equivalent formula for the expectation value is: Â = T race{Âρ}.
An additional postulate of quantum mechanics is that the measurement of an observable A, which yields one of the eigenvalues a i ( with probability |c i | 2 ) culminates with the reduction or collapse of the state vector |ψ to the eigenstate |α i . This means that every term in the linear superposition vanishes, except one. This reduction is a non unitary process and hence in complete contrast to the unitary dynamics of quantum mechanics predicted by the Schrödinger equation and this is where the crux of the conceptual difficulties encountered in quantum theory lies. These two stages of quantum measurement are captured in the well-know von Neumann model through two distinct processes:(1) the system-apparatus interaction via linear unitary Schrodinger evolution via an appropriate interaction Hamiltonian and (2) the nonlinear, indeterministic collapse [5] . A quantum mechanical description for a measurement process would typically involve a coupling between the microscopic system and a 'macroscopic' apparatus (meter), resulting in an entangled state -a uniquely quantum mechanical state for the composite. This entangled state should contain one-to-one correlations between the states of the system, {|ψ Si }, and the states of the apparatus {|φ Ai }, so that a read out of the apparatus or 'meter' states gives information about the states of the system. For example, for a simple two-level system, an entangled system-apparatus state should look like
Of course, the problem with such an entangled state is that it seems to allow the 'meter'
to exist in a coherent superposition of states which could be macroscopically distinct -a situation hard to reconcile with classical intuition. The density matrix corresponding to this entangled sates is;ρ
While (6) represents a perfectly legitimate solution of the Schrödinger equation, the physical interpretation in the usual language of probabilities leads to difficulties. While the diagonal elements ( the first and second terms) can be easily interpreted as probabilities corresponding to the system being in state |ψ S1 or |ψ S2 (with the corresponding correlations with the apparatus states |φ A1 and |φ A2 , respectively), the off-diagonal elements represented by the third and fourth terms are difficult to interpret classically in terms of probabilities. In order to make 'classical' sense, the density matrix corresponding to the pure state ensemble described by this entangled state must reduce to a statistical mixture which is diagonal in some basis with appropriate system-apparatus correlations. Several interpretations of quantum mechanics seek to explain this ρ pure → ρ mixed transition and a resolution to the mechanism for the apparently nonunitary 'collapse' in a quantum measurement [4, 6] . In recent years, the decoherence approach [7] has been widely discussed and accepted as the mechanism responsible for this transition. The central idea of this approach has been that 'classicality' is an emergent property of systems interacting with an environment. The theory also predicts that in a quantum measurement, the apparatus will have correlations with the system in a set of 'preferred states' [6] [7] [8] selected by the environment. (It is worth mentioning here that a criticism often levelled against the decoherence theory is that even though it allows the transition from a pure to a mixed state, it does not explain the fact that only one of the mixed outcomes is actually observed.)
In the following, we will not discuss the various approches to resolving the measurement problem, but focus, instead on just the simple situation of a system-apparatus entangled state formed during a measurement-like interaction under pure unitary evolution. Our study shows that even in the absence of any environment-induced decoherence, or any other measurement model, certain initial states of the apparatus -like localized Gaussian wavepackets -are preferred over others, in terms of the establishment of measurementlike one-to-one correlations and the reduction in magnitude of the off-diagonal elements (even though they would never 'vanish' as the dynamics is completely unitary). This simple model is discussed and analyzed in the next section.
II. A SIMPLE MODEL FOR MEASUREMENT
Consider a simple model of measurement consisting of a free particle with spin (for simplicity, consider a two-state system or spin-1/2 which could represent a qubit). Here the spin degrees of freedom represent the system and the position and momentum degrees represent the apparatus.The system and apparatus are coupled by a Stern-Gerlach measurementlike interaction such that the trajectory of the particle (position and momentum degrees) correlates with the spin states. The Hamiltonian describing this model is:
While the first two terms represent the self Hamiltonians of the system and apparatus, respectively, the last term is the interaction Hamiltonian. z and p denote the position and momentum of the particle of mass m, λσ z the Hamiltonian of the system and ǫ the product of the field gradient and the magnetic moment of the particle. The most general initial state for the system-apparatus combine can be written as
This is a product state of the most general spin state for the system and an arbitrary state, φ(z) for the apparatus (free particle). | ↑ and | ↓ are the eigenstates of σ z . Following the measurement interaction governed by Hamiltonian evolution, this initial state becomes an entangled state between the system and apparatus, whose density matrix can be written as:
Here ρ ↑↑ and ρ ↓↓ correspond to the diagonal elements (in spin) of the density matrix (ρ d ) for the apparatus which could correlate with up and down spin states of the system and ρ ↑↓ and ρ ↓↑ correspond to the off-diagonal elements (ρ od ), and ρ(z, z
The specific form of ρ d and ρ od and the system correlations they would (or would not)
contain depends on the initial state of the apparatus. When they contain one-to-one systemapparatus correlations, the states corresponding to ρ d would be candidate pointer states.
Pointer states have been widely discussed in detail in the context of decoherence [9, 10] .
Here we use the term only to refer to those states which will contain correlations with the system states, and hence have the potential to effect a measurement. In spite of the simplicity of the model considered here, it is not obvious what these states would be and whether any arbitrary initial state of the apparatus will lead to a system-apparatus entangled state with one-to-one measurementlike correlations. In the context of environment induced decoherence, it has been suggested that when the intrinsic dynamics of the system and apparatus can be neglected, pointer states would turn out to be the eigenstates of the interaction Hamiltonian of the apparatus-environment (or simply system-environment, in the absence of the apparatus) [9] . In many such models, the interaction Hamiltonian is diagonal in the position basis and hence position is expected to be the pointer basis. However, it turns out that this is not necessarily so, as many studies show [9, 10] . For the simple measurementlike scenario described by (7) which does not involve any coupling to the environment, the pointer basis can be understood as those states of the apparatus in which correlations with the system states are eventually established. This is a necessary step before environmental decoherence reduces the post-measurement density matrix of the composite system to its appropriate diagonal form and hence the nature of these correlations are very important.
It is intuitive that the pointer states should naturally be a consequence of the interplay between the various components of the total Hamiltonian. If the measurement time scales
are small compared to the intrinsic time scales of the system, it is physically reasonable to ignore the self Hamiltonian of the apparatus in (7) . This corresponds to the trivial situation where the evolution is governed simply by
In the more general situation, where the intrinsic dynamics of the system is relevant, an interplay between the three terms in (7) should give rise to the pointer basis. It is not intuitively obvious what these would be. The general solutions for unitary evolution via the Hamiltonian in Eq. (7) for ρ d and ρ od in the partial Fourier transform representation are:
for the case where the self Hamiltonian is included, and
when the self Hamiltonian is ignored. Here, the new variables are
where z refers to the position coordinate and p to the momentum. Note that while ρ(z, z One starts off with an initial condition where the apparatus (free particle) is in a momentum eigenstate
The initial density matrix in the partial Fourier transform representation corresponding to Eq. (16) will be:
Note that this state is not normalizable and hence not the ideal choice for a real apparatus.
However, it is still useful to explore the nature of the correlations that are developed between the system and apparatus for such an initial state. It is easy to see that the solutions for the diagonal and off-diagonal elements (in spin) of the density matrix (in the partial FT representation) are:
The solutions for the diagonal elements in position and momentum representation are:
Equations ( ). The 'up' and 'down' spin states of the system correlate with the apparatus states through the ∓ ǫt h terms which can be interpreted as momentum kicks:
The correlations here are clearly in the momentum basis. The off-diagonal elements of the density matrix in the partial FT representation are:
If the time scale for the measurement is extremely small compared to the intrinsic time scales in the system the self Hamiltonian can be ignored and the solutions for ρ d with just the interaction Hamiltonian ( last term in Eqn. (7)) in position and momentum representations are:
A look at the diagonal elements show that the pointer states are exactly the same as when the self Hamiltonian is included. It may be noted that this scenario involving only the interaction Hamiltonian with the initial state of the apparatus in the momentum eigenstate is that envisaged in the first stage of the well known von Neumann measurement scheme [5] .
Infact, in this scheme one can see tht since the interaction Hamiltonian in (7) is diagonal in position, the pointer states will indeed be in the conjugate basis, i.e., momentum.
It is interesting to note that the pointer states are exactly the same with and without the self Hamiltonian. Unlike the requirement of short interaction time in the case when only the interaction Hamiltonian is there, including the self Hamiltonian allows for an arbitrary duration for the measurement. Of course, the 'measurement problem' would persist in either case even though the system-apparatus correlations have been established as the 'off-diagonal' elements (Eq. (23)) are non-vanishing in both position and momentum representations, as expected for unitary evolution. One would need to appeal to decoherence through environmental interaction for the disappearance of these elements. However, as stated before, our focus here is just the nature of the system-apparatus entangled state formed during a measurement-like interaction under pure unitary evolution and the correlations they contain.
In the case analyzed here, the initial state of the apparatus is a momentum eigenstate and our results clearly show that system-apparatus correlations are established in the momentum basis and, surprisingly, do not seem to depend on whether or not the self Hamiltonian is included.
B. Apparatus in initial position eigenstate
Now, let us consider the case where the apparatus is in a position eigenstate. Though eigenstates of position are delta functions in space which are idealizations and not expected to exist in Nature, let us consider an ideal situation where the apparatus is in such a state:
The initial density matrix in the partial Fourier transform representation will be:
It can easily be checked that the solutions in the partial FT representation are:
As before, if we analyze the situation where the time scale for the measurement is extremely small compared to the intrinsic time scales in the system, the self Hamiltonian can be ignored and the solutions for ρ d with just the interaction Hamiltonian (last term in eq. (7)) is:
In both cases, the solutions can be examined in position and momentum representations:
Setting Q = 0 and r = 0, it is quite obvious from (30) and (31) that there are no correlations established between the spin (system) and the apparatus states either in the position representation or the momentum representation when the apparatus starts off in an initial position eigenstate. The off-diagonal elements of the density matrix in the partial FT representation is:
which, as expected, does not show any decay. If the self Hamiltonian of the system is ignored, the solutions to the diagonal density matrix in the position and momentum representations can be easily seen to be
It is obvious that in this case again, there are no correlations established between the system and apparatus states either in the postion or the momentum basis. The off-diagonal density
show no decay, as before.
C. Apparatus as an initial Gaussian wave packet
Finally, we examine the situation when the apparatus is in an initial state of a Gaussian wavepacket:
Here σ is the width of the wavepacket. The density matrix corresponding to this initial state in the partial Fourier Transform representation is:
It is is easy to see that the solution for the diagonal elements of the density matrix (in the partial FT representation) is:
As in the previous two cases, if we analyze the situation where the time scale for the measurement is extremely small compared to the intrinsic time scales in the system, the self
Hamiltonian can be ignored and the solutions for ρ d with just the interaction Hamiltonian (last term in Eqn. (7)) is
In the following we examine the solutions in the position and momentum representations for both cases.
With self Hamiltonian
It can easily be checked that in the case when the self Hamiltonian is included, the solutions in the position representation are:
where
On setting r = 0, R = z, clearly (40) contains system-apparatus correlations. The up and down spins are correlated with the apparatus states corresponding to
In the momentum representation, it can be seen that the solution is
Setting Q = 0, q = p gives the diagonal elements in momentum representation. It can easily be seen that these are
Once again, one can see that there are clear system-apparatus correlations in the momentum basis as well. From (42) and (44) it is evident that the spin-up and spin-down states are correlated with Gaussians in both position and momentum space and the 'separation'
between the peaks (corresponding to spin-up and spin-down) in each case is:
The pure entangled state of the system and the apparatus is akin to a 'cat state'. It contains one-to-one correlations between the system and apparatus states, thus containing 'pointer states'. As the dynamics is purely unitary and there is no dissipation/decoherence involved, one would expect that the establishment of these correlations are not enough to effect a measurement as the off diagonal elements of the density matrix have not vanished and are still there. The off diagonal elements of the density matrix in the partial Fourier transform representation is:
From (45) and (46) one can see that the last term in the above expression corresponds to exp{− ∆z
(47) shows the presence of 'decay ' terms in the expression for the off diagonal elements.
These terms are proportional to the square of the 'separations', ∆z and ∆p between the pointer states, both of which increase with time (see Eqs. 45 and 46). Thus, even in the absence of any decoherence mechanism, the off diagonal elements of the density matrix are diminished. This obviously identifies localized Gaussian wavepackets as the preferred choice for the initial state of the apparatus in the sense of both establishing a one-to-one correlation in the diagonal spin elements and leading to a diminishing of the off diagonal elements.
Without self Hamiltonian
Finally we look at the solutions for the case where the self Hamiltonian is ignored. The diagonal and off-diagonal elements for the spin in the partial Fourier transform representation are:
It can be easily checked from (49) that the diagonal elements in the position and momentum representations are
Surprisingly, (51) clearly indicates that there are no system-apparatus correlations established in the position basis. By contrast, (52) shows that the correlations with the system states are in the momentum basis and are exactly of the same form as in the case where the self Hamiltonian was included (see Eq.44). Correspondingly, the off diagonal elements (52) contain the same decay term
Clearly, the off-diagonal terms diminish, but this time the rate at which they do so depends only on ∆p 2 and not on both ∆p 2 and ∆z 2 as in the case where the self Hamiltonian was included (see eqs. (47) and (48)).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed the simple situation of a spin-1/2 particle coupled to its position degree of freedom leading to the formation of a 'system-apparatus' entangled state -a precursor to a measurement-like scenario. This model was analyzed for three different initial states of the apparatus: a momentum eigenstate, a position eigenstate, and a localized Gaussian wave packet. For each initial state, the solutions were analyzed for the case when the self
Hamiltonian was included and for the case when it was ignored. Our analysis leads to the following conclusions: (a) even in the absence of any environment-induced decoherence there is clearly a 'preferred state' of the apparatus in terms of the establishment of measurementlike one-to-one correlations in the pure system-apparatus entangled state. Of the three initial states, the Gaussian wave packet for the apparatus in clearly preferred; (b) When the initial state of the apparatus is a momentum eigenstate or a position eigenstate, the system-apparatus correlations are the same as those when the self Hamiltonian is included and when it is ignored. However, when the initial state of the apparatus is a Gaussian wavepacket, these two cases give different results -while pointer states emerge in both z and p basis with the full Hamiltonian, they emerge only in the p baisis for the case where the self Hamiltonian is ignored. This simple analysis, which involves only unitary Schrödinger dynamics significantly illustrates elements of quantum measurement like the nature of the correlations established in the system-apparatus entangled state and illuminates that even in this simple situation a 'preferred' candidate for the apparatus state exists.
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